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Our Homebox range includes a new genera�on of ready-made grow rooms which fit at home quite 
easily into any space or area. And constructed within one hour all by yourself: 
 

• Easy to assemble and disassemble 
• Air and light proof 
• Easy to clean 
• Strong and waterproof 

 
Pots can be put directly on the floor. So also ideal for growing on soil. 
 
The Homebox is high-tech German design and all components are manufactured to the highest 
standards of quality:  
 

• The housing consists of a combina�on of tough canvas and solid, thick, flexible, reflec�ve PE 
on the inside. 

• The frame is a metal structure with strong precision nylon push-lock corners with support for 
all necessary materials and filters, windows and ven�la�on tubes for in-and outlets. 

• The canvas has sewn-in zippers for easy access and closure. 
• Once closed, the unit is en�rely air and light �ght. 

 
Sizes and types 
The Homebox is also available in various sizes and a Silver Line version. 
 
This allows you for example to adjust the brightness of your lights, breed and number of plants. 
The Silver Line variant is a bit more expensive, but with more light reflec�ve material that doubles 
the beam of light. 
 
Comfort 
The Homebox is a complete grow room that comes in a small compact package (thus easy to carry or 
send by mail) 
 
And due to the simple instruc�ons assembled within minutes. And removed if necessary. 
 
In short, everything you need for a complete grow room to grow, flourish and cu�ngs, all according 
to your own needs. 
 
Of course Organic Earth will advise you when purchasing your fer�lizers, pots, filters, lights and all 
other necessary facili�es to complete your  grow room in this ma�er. 
 
Complete growrooms 
To get the complete ‘plug and play‘ feel, Organic Earth has compiled a number of complete sets, so 
you are, with one order, assured that have everything at home. It’s not only cheaper, but the best 
part is the guarantee that all parts fit together. So including: a grow tent, all necessary accessories 
and proper nutri�on. 
 
 


